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band-in-a-box is intended to be used as a teaching tool for music education and should not be used for production purposes. all of the loops and instruments are licensed under a creative commons license that allows you to use them for any non-profit, educational
purpose. the band-in-a-box community uses this software to generate and share music content, and we encourage you to join us. band-in-a-box 2016 provides new tools for creating realtracks. among the tools are: in-band scale enabling, which allows you to quickly
enable and disable scales, and more flexibility in tempo and time during the realtrack creation process. plus, we've added realtracks with other instruments, such as a traditional ukulele style on 'ukulele realtracks', or an acoustic guitar style on 'acoustic guitar realtracks'.
also, there are new in-band soloist styles, which allow you to create soloist realtracks on top of existing realtracks. for example, a 'gypsy jazz realtracks' style can be created on top of a jazz standard realtracks, and the player can choose the soloist instruments and solo
style. the chordsheet window has been rebuilt for a better user experience. we also added an automatic chordsheet autofill feature, and built-in, personal chord/scale analysis tools. the chordsheet has a new layout, and adds new scales/chords to the list, including minor,
major, harmonic minor, augmented, diminished, and more! we've also added an optional notes window, so that you can quickly highlight and type notes in the song, or select a specific note within a chord in the chordsheet. if you're looking for a fast way to play chords in
band-in-a-box, the chordsheet is your tool of choice!
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